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Language English
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Modes of delivery Individual supervision

Peer feedback

Practical / Training

Assessments TEST-01 - Assignment

Learning outcomes

1. The student demonstrates personal leadership when acting

in a professional situation. He takes the financial economic

context and differences between stakeholders into account.

2. The student demonstrates a professional critical attitude

within the work environment of the financial economical

context, taking different interests into account. He acts

according to the professional code of conduct and upholds

ethical and societal (sustainable) values.

3. The student demonstrates a professional entrepreneurial

attitude within the financial economic context on the basis of

specific skills and knowledge. 

4. The student cooperates in a multi- and

interdisciplinary financial economic context and aims at

qualitative improvement of the final result.

5. The student demonstrates flexibility in an intercultural financial

economic environment. The student recognises different norms

and values and keeps these into account in the intercultural

working environment.

Content

When we look at the programme specific learning outcomes of this

module, it means that during your internship you perform tasks at

UAS-level for at least two of the following learning outcomes:

1. You facilitate gaining insight into the external context of an

organisation and give advice to management for them to be

able to take the proper decisions for their organisation

(Strategic Management)

2. You contribute to the design of a management control system

for an organisation, aimed at monitoring, governing and leading

the organisation in such a way that the strategic goals are

reached. (Performance Management)

3. You select the appropriate methods for analysis aimed at taking

the proper decisions for an organisation and apply these

methods (Performance management)

4. You give advice on the setting up of management information

systems and operational processes aimed at managing risks in

an organisation.  (Governance, Risk, Compliance). 

5. You give advice on financial issues taking into account the fiscal

aspects and financial risks. (Finance, Operations and Reporting).

6. You give advice about the optimal set up of information services

and operational processes, aimed at effectiveness and

efficiency of an organisation.  (Finance, Operations and

Reporting).

7. You compile financial statements (for external use) and analyse

these, taking regulations and legislation into account.  (Finance,

Operations and Reporting). 

 

The IFC programme is a broad bachelor programme in which

financial-economical topics are studied from different perspectives.

The internship period is focussed on (financial) economical topics and

the tasks you perform contribute to decision-making in organisations.

During the internship period you build your portfolio by completing

several assignments. In addition, you take part in coaching sessions

led by your UAS supervisor. In the portfolio you collect evidence

which proves you have met the four learning outcomes of this

module. Next to this you reflect on your professional experiences

during the internship period.

 

To be allowed to start you internship you will have to meet the

requirements described in the Teaching- and Exam Regulations (TER)

which you can find on intranet (make sure you are logged in to the

Hanze website). The most important requirement is that students

must have collected 60 ECs or more of the second and third year.

 

Included in programme(s)

International Finance & Control

School(s)

School of Business, Marketing and Finance

https://www.hanze.nl/eng
https://www.hanze.nl/assets/instituut-voor-financieel-economisch-management/Documents/Hanze-PL-ST/OER/1.1%20IFC%20TER%202018-2019.pdf
https://catalogue.hanze.nl/en/Programme/2022/ECTSFO22
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